
Executive Summary
In this paper, financial planner Jonathan Guyton’s
decision rules for retirement withdrawals are
compared to traditional inflation-adjusted
withdrawals and a strategy with partial
annuitization. This study also combines outcome
measures into a weighted average which balances
retiree goals. For evaluation, income needs are
divided between essential and discretionary. Results
show that decision rules are particularly efficient in
providing high expected bequests and reducing
shortfall. Combining all financial indicators into a
single framework of spending value, decision rule
strategies outperform traditional inflation-adjusted
withdrawals and partial annuitization strategies. 

Introduction
The main argument for flexible withdrawals is that
constant inflation-adjusted spending strategies may
not provide a realistic explanation for how people
spend in retirement. Retirees may depend on market
fluctuations to adjust their spending, rather than
strictly spend the same amount each year as stated
by those strategies. In addition, except for full

annuitization, no retirement plan can be set into
motion and be expected to remain unchanged over
the whole retirement period. Flexibility is needed to
adapt to actual inflation and market outcomes,
illness, death, unforeseen major expenses and
changes to expected longevity. 

In this research, I focus on how flexible withdrawal
rules work in comparison to other financial
strategies in maintaining the basic needs of retirees.
Retirement spending needs are divided between
essential and discretionary. I compare decision rules
developed in previous research with other income
strategies using Monte Carlo simulations. While
previous studies about flexible withdrawal rates
focused solely on determining the sustainable initial
withdrawal rate consistent with an acceptable
probability of running out of money, I shift the focus
to calculating various evaluation measures such as
shortfall and bequest. I also apply a spending
evaluation framework to help investors select
suitable strategies for their retirement. Although the
total expected spending value is sensitive to people’s
preferences, this framework can be useful for
selecting the most suitable strategy based on
retirees’ characteristics.

The study shows that despite not being able to
eliminate entirely the probability of running out of
wealth, a decision rules strategy can provide a
smooth and stable stream of income, reduce
expected income shortfalls and increase the
expected value of the bequest. In addition, decisions
rules provide satisfactory outcomes when various
measures are simultaneously taken into
consideration. 
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Literature Review
Past research on flexible withdrawals focused on the
process of adjusting withdrawals to reduce the
likelihood of ruin and to find higher sustainable
initial withdrawal rates with built-in rules to reduce
spending when needed. 

Bengen (2001) studies how the current withdrawal
rate changes after retirement by applying a ceiling
such that the current withdrawal rate cannot rise
more than 25% from its initial level and a floor such
that the current withdrawal rate cannot fall more
than 10% from its initial level. He finds that the
4.15% maximum safe withdrawal rate increased to
4.58% when withdrawals are allowed to rise or fall
within the prescribed limits.

Pye (2001) employs a withdrawal management
technique which permits the retiree to withdraw the
lower of the real value of the previous amount or the
amortized current portfolio value using the plan
length and expected portfolio rate of return. He finds
that a 4.5% real withdrawal rate would require that
17% of retirees reduce real withdrawals within 20
years. The unluckiest 5% of retirees will need to
reduce their withdrawals by at least 47%, even as
the median remaining portfolio value has
approximately doubled.

Guyton (2004) establishes systematic decision rules
for determining the maximum “safe” initial
withdrawal rate which satisfies conditions including
a requirement that nominal withdrawals not be
reduced, an allowance for systematic increases to
offset inflation, and portfolio sustainability for at
least 40 years. He imposes restrictions on
withdrawal rate increases and subsequent make-ups
for foregone withdrawal rate increases and caps
inflation adjustments to the withdrawal amount
(without any subsequent make-ups). He finds that
applying decision rules produces a maximum “safe”
initial withdrawal rate as high as 5.8% to 6.2%,
depending on the percentage of the portfolio that is
allocated to equities.

Guyton and Klinger (2006) use Monte Carlo
simulations to model retirement portfolios over 40-
and 30-year periods using their decision rules. They
develop confidence standards to measure the
probability of sustaining an initial withdrawal rate
for at least 40 years and the percentage of
purchasing power maintained during the withdrawal
period. They find that using decision rules increases
the maximum initial withdrawal rate at a given
probability of success.

Stout and Mitchell (2006) apply a dynamic model
to simultaneously improve the probability of success
and increase the average withdrawal rate while
reducing excess wealth. Periodic adjustments of
retirement withdrawal rates are based on both
portfolio performance and remaining life
expectancy. Retirees adjust their withdrawal rates as
they see their withdrawal sustainability threatened
by either reduced returns or increased expected
longevity. Compared to fixed withdrawal rate
models, Stout and Mitchell find that dynamic
withdrawal controls which incorporate mortality
reduce the probability of ruin while increasing the
average lifetime withdrawal amounts.

Stout (2008) uses stochastic optimization to identify
the optimal portfolio allocations and the optimal
withdrawal rate decision rule parameters for
minimizing the probabilities of portfolio ruin.
According to his study, optimal withdrawal
management from optimally managed portfolios
helps reduce the risk of depleting the portfolio while
achieving higher withdrawals or longer retirements.
Different from previous studies where probability
of success is the most important measure, the
research in this paper focuses on measures such as
bequest value and total shortfall. The research
divides retirement needs into essential and
discretionary in order to determine the underfunding
from basic needs and the extra income that can be
spent. Its aim is to understand how withdrawal rules
and other strategies secure these basic needs while
providing for more discretionary expenses in
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retirement. Furthermore, it examines how results
vary for different retirement ages and asset
allocations and incorporates a mortality framework.
Finally, the study applies a simple spending
evaluation framework to see which strategies
perform best.

Methodology and Data
The method applied in my research is Monte Carlo
simulation with 10,000 iterations. I incorporate
mortality into the simulations for financial market
returns to evaluate strategies. Asset returns and
inflation are assumed to be log-normally distributed.
Correlations between asset returns and inflation
were factored into the model by constructing a
covariance matrix from the historical data.

Incorporating mortality provides retirees a more
accurate probability of sustaining a real income
level. Later retirement reduces the probability of
ruin by reducing the longevity and the time that the
portfolio is exposed to market volatility.

Data for stock, bond and T-bill annual returns and
inflation are obtained from Global Financial Data
(1948-2011). Stock returns are calculated from the
S&P500 Total Return Index. Bond returns are
calculated from the U.S. 5-year Government Note
Total Return Index. T-bill returns are calculated from
the U.S. Government 90-day T-Bills Secondary Market
yields using the effective annual rate formula. Inflation
is calculated from the United States Consumer Price
Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI).

For Monte Carlo simulations, I adjust the dataset by
using the current asset returns and inflation (as of
March 31, 2012) instead of the historical period’s
(1948-2011) mean of asset returns and inflation
while retaining the standard deviations and
correlations of the original dataset. Mortality data is
from the Social Security Administration’s 2007
Period Life Table. Single premium immediate
annuity (SPIA) rates were obtained from the Income
Solutions website as of March, 2012.

Assumptions
I consider female hypothetical retirees with
retirement ages of 60, 65, 70 or 75 years. All values
calculated in the study are converted into real terms.
All returns are pre-tax. Three indicators for
evaluation are the total withdrawal income, shortfall
(i.e. underfunded) amount, and the final bequest. I
also investigate combinations of the indicators with
different weightings to allow for varying retiree
circumstances.

Potential stock allocations for mutual funds are
between 10% and 90% in 10% increments. All
strategies, except for Guyton’s “three-decision
rules” and “four-decision rules” (described more
fully in the following sections), use only stocks and
bonds for mutual funds. The “three-rules” and “four-
rules” strategies, however, allocate 10% to cash
(T-bills) at the beginning of retirement and maintain
a cash portion during the planning period.

Real withdrawals are made at the beginning of the
year with annual rebalancing. The desired (i.e.
optimal) spending for the retiree is an inflation-
adjusted 5% of the initial portfolio. Basic retirement
needs are assumed to be 3% of the initial portfolio,
adjusted for inflation in subsequent years. Thus, in
the first few years, the retiree always enjoys higher
spending than the floor for all strategies. The retiree
will be underfunded if income falls below this 3%.
There is a 2% withdrawal for discretionary
expenses, to complete the 5% initial withdrawal
amount. If the strategy applied brings about an
income higher than 5%, the excessive amount will
be returned to the portfolio for later use or for a
bequest. The administration fee for stock, bond and
T-bill mutual funds is 0.5% of the portfolio value for
all retirement strategies being examined.

The investor’s initial portfolio value is $1 million
and she can choose among four available strategies:
constant inflation-adjusted withdrawals (SWP), an
inflation-adjusted single-premium immediate
annuity (SPIA), or Guyton’s decision rules using the
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“three-rules” or “four-rules” strategy. By
construction, all strategies will have the same
withdrawal amount for the first year of the
retirement, which is equal to 5% of the initial
portfolio. The withdrawal amounts for each strategy
may differ in subsequent years.

For the SWP strategy, portfolio withdrawals are kept
constant in real terms at 5% of initial assets for as
long as wealth remains. The retiree invests all
financial assets in a mutual fund with stocks and
bonds where the stock portion can range from 10%
to 90%. Similar to other strategies, withdrawals are
made at the beginning of each year and rebalancing
takes place at end of the year. With this traditional
SWP, the investor will enjoy optimal withdrawals
early in retirement, but she may suffer from a hefty
income shortfall when the portfolio runs out.

SPIA rates vary according to the retirement age. For
60-year old females, the real SPIA offers 3.087% (a
$1 million investment yields $30,870 of income in
real terms annually). SPIA rates for 65-, 70-, and 75-
year olds are 3.698%, 4.382% and 5.577%,
respectively. An investor purchases enough on a
SPIA to yield the exact amount matching her basic
withdrawal needs. The rest of her funds are saved in
a mutual fund to use for lifestyle goals and a
bequest. This mutual fund has the same construction
as the SWP strategy but is smaller because it
contains only the left-over after annuitization. Each
year, the investor will withdraw from this mutual
fund an amount equal to an-inflation adjusted 2% of
the initial total portfolio (i.e. $20,000 in real value)
until the fund depletes. Done in this way, the
investor will always have her basic needs secured
(i.e. no worry about failure) and have some upside
potential if the side fund maintains its value after
withdrawals. The end value of this mutual fund will
be the bequest value at the point of her death.

The three decision rules here are adapted from
Guyton and Klinger (2006). However, I consider
only stocks, bonds and T-bills (cash) instead of six

distinct equity categories and apply an
administration fee of 0.5% of the portfolio value.
The construction of the underlying mutual fund is
similar to the SWP strategy, except that 10% of the
initial portfolio is allocated to cash in the first year.
Stock target allocations can range from 10% to 90%
while bond target allocations can range from 0% to
80% of the initial portfolio. Rules applied for the
“three-rules” strategy include:
� Portfolio Management Decision Rule:The first

year’s withdrawal amount is placed in cash. 
Remaining assets are allocated in accordance with
the target allocation. In following years where an
equity asset class had a positive return that 
produced a weighting in excess of its target 
allocation, the excess allocation is sold for cash
to meet future withdrawal requirements (no 
rebalancing). Portfolio withdrawals are funded
each year on January 1st in the following order:
cash from selling over-weighted equity asset 
classes from the prior year-end, withdrawals from
remaining cash, withdrawals from remaining
fixed income assets and withdrawals from 
remaining equity assets in order of the prior year’s
performance. No withdrawals are taken from an
equity asset class following a year in which it has
a negative return as long as cash or fixed income
assets are sufficient to fund the withdrawal. At
the beginning of the year, over-weighted asset
classes are also rebalanced to the target asset 
allocation unless the portfolio decision rules are
applied. At the end of year, asset class returns are
applied before any rebalancing or the source of
the next year’s withdrawal is determined.

� Withdrawal Decision Rule: Withdrawals 
increase from year to year in accordance with the
inflation rule, except that there is no increase 
following a year where the portfolio’s total return
is negative and when that year’s withdrawal rate
would be greater than the initial withdrawal rate
(i.e. no withdrawal increases in years following
an investment loss). There is no makeup for a
missed increase in any subsequent years.

� Inflation Decision Rule: Yearly withdrawals 
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increase by the annual rate of inflation as 
measured by the CPI except when the withdrawal
rule freezes the withdrawals. The maximum 
inflation increase in any given year is 6%. No
makeup for a capped inflation adjustment is made
in any subsequent year.

Rules applied in Guyton’s four-decision rules
(“four-rules”) strategy include:
� Portfolio Management Decision Rule: same as

in the “three-rules” strategy
� Withdrawal Decision Rule: same as in the

“three-rules” strategy
� Portfolio Rescue Rule: Applied when a current

year’s withdrawal rate (using the decision rules
in effect) has risen more than 20% above the 
initial withdrawal rate. This rule expires 15
years before the maximum age. Under this rule,
if the current year’s withdrawal is reduced by
10%, the other decision rules in effect are then

applied to this decreased withdrawal amount. This
decreased withdrawal becomes the basis for 
determining the following year’s withdrawal
amount. 

� Prosperity Rule: Applied for times with 
sufficiently positive investment results that cause
the current withdrawal rate to fall even as the 
actual withdrawal amount continues to increase
with inflation, i.e. applied in years with a 
withdrawal rate more than 20% below the initial
withdrawal rate. Under the prosperity rule, if the
current year’s withdrawal is increased by 10%,
the other decision rules in effect are then applied
to this increased withdrawal amount. This 
increased withdrawal becomes the basis for 
determining the following year’s withdrawal
amount. Capital preservation and prosperity
rules act as financial guardrails that govern
withdrawals under extreme conditions (both
negative and positive).

F IGUR E 1 :  E XP ECT ED TOTAL WITHDRAWAL INCOME
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Findings
Expected Total Withdrawal Income
First, I examine the expected total income that
retirees can withdraw during the retirement period.
The results for various asset allocations and
retirement ages are in Figure 1, previous page. The
SWP strategy provides the most expected total
withdrawal income for retirees retiring at ages 60,
65 and 70 (for 10%-60% stock allocation at age 70).
The “three-rules” and “four-rules” strategies provide
a slightly smaller amount of expected total
withdrawals than the SWP strategy. This results
from the SWP having the least restrictions for
withdrawals in comparison with other strategies and
a low SPIA rate at an early retirement age. For the
SWP strategy, the effect of high withdrawals in the
early stage of retirement seems to outweigh the
effect of no withdrawals at all later in the retirement.

The SPIA strategy provides the smallest amount of

expected total withdrawals at retirement ages of 60
and 65. However, it becomes the strategy resulting
in the highest expected total withdrawal at
retirement ages of 70 (for 70%-90% stock
allocation) and 75 (for all stock allocations). This
results from the higher SPIA rates along with higher
retirement ages which result in larger left-over side
funds after annuitization. For late-retirees, this larger
fund can provide more income in comparison with
other strategies.

Real Bequest
Real bequest is the wealth remaining at death. With
each simulation, retirees will be randomly assigned
an age of death based on the mortality data. The
expected values for this measure are presented in
Figure 2, above.

The SPIA strategy provides the smallest expected
real bequest. In fact, for retirees at 60- or 65-years

F IGURE 2 :  E XP ECT ED REAL BEQUEST
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old, the SPIA strategy can hardly leave any bequest
at all. SPIA rates are such that retirees can only
cover their basic needs if they retire at those ages.
For retirees starting their retirement at 70- and 75-
years old, the SPIA strategy can bring about
bequests. For all retirement ages, the “four-rules”
strategy provides the largest expected real bequest
value. The “three-rules” and SWP strategies result
in similar amounts of expected real bequests. The
“four-rules” strategy performs better than SWP
because the rules applied reduce extra income
amounts and accordingly reserve more resources for
the portfolio growth.

Figure 3, above, examines the 10th percentile of the
real bequest and reveals a very different picture from
that of the expected value. For retirement ages of 60
and 65, only the “four-rules” strategy can result in
bequest. At the retirement age of 70, the “three-
rules” and SWP also can result in some small

bequest and at a retirement age of 75, all strategies
result in bequests. The Guyton “four-rules” strategy
thus can be considered relatively safe at all
retirement ages, as it can still bring about a very high
bequest even in the worst cases (i.e. the retirement
portfolio does not run out completely during
retirement). For retirees retiring at the age of 75,
because of the small number of years in the
retirement horizon, their retirement portfolio is less
exposed to both market risk and longevity risk so
that the portfolio is less likely to deplete.
Consequently, at this retirement age, the SPIA and
“three-rules” strategies can provide some bequest.
Retirees postponing their retirement are thus less
subject to a no bequest and no income situation.

One important conclusion from this section is that in
both the average and the worst cases, the decision
rules (especially Guyton’s “four-rules”) perform
much better than SWP strategies in terms of leaving

F IGUR E 3 :  10TH PERC ENT I L E REA L BEQUEST
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a bequest. Because leaving a bequest in SWP and
decision rules strategies also means no suffering
from zero-income years, it can also be implied that
decision rules strategies are less subject to total
failure (i.e. the portfolio running out of money
entirely) than the SWP strategy. This result confirms
the conclusions of previous studies that decision
rules strategies help increase the probability of
success (i.e. reduce the chance of total failure).

Total Real Shortfall
In this study, as almost all retirement strategies will
result in some shortage of income below the basic
withdrawal level, I believe the amount the retiree is
short in meeting their basic needs is a more useful
indicator than the probability of wealth depletion
when comparing strategies for the investor. 

The 3% basic income floor is the spending level
below which I assume retirees would have to make

a serious reduction in quality of life. In this section,
I examine the amount of shortfall from basic needs
of the retirees both in expected terms and in the 10th
percentile case. This real shortfall amount is put into
negative terms to show its negative effect on the
retiree’s well-being. For a SPIA, the total real
shortfall is always zero because the inflation-adjusted
annuity purchased has covered the basic needs. 

The expected total real shortfall for the four
retirement starting ages is in Figure 4, above. Except
for a retirement age of 75 where decision rule and
SWP strategies bring about similar amounts of
shortfall, the SWP strategy results in more expected
total real shortfalls than decision rule strategies. 

Figure 5, next page, shows the results for the total
real shortfall in the 10th percentile. A similar pattern
is repeated except that the “four-rules” strategy
results in the lowest income shortfall for retirees

F IGURE 4 :  E XP ECT ED TOTAL REAL SHORT FA L L
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starting retirement at 75-years old. The reason why
decision rule strategies work less efficiently than
SWP strategy in this high retirement age may come
from the fact that for a retiree postponing her
retirement until late, her retirement lifespan is not
long. The conservative “four-rules” strategy has two
effects: maintaining the portfolio existence to
provide a more long-lasting income stream and at
the same time limiting the current consumption. For
the late retiree, the second effect outweighs the first
and thus the amount shorted from basic needs is
larger. Therefore, the “four-rules” strategy might be
more suitable for retirees at ages 60 and 65 rather
than those retiring very late at age 75 years.

The size of the income shortfall in this 10th
percentile may disturb risk-averse retirees. In these
worst cases, for example, a retiree at 60-years of age
using the SWP can be short up to a total of about
30% of the initial portfolio value (i.e. $300,000 in

real value) for basic needs if she allocates 50% of
her portfolio to stocks. This is equivalent to 10 years
of no basic income needs being met (3% of initial
portfolio). The largest expected total real shortfall
brought about by the “four-rules” strategy is at
retirement age 60 with a 50% stock allocation,
leading to a shortfall of about $120,000 in real
terms. This amount is equivalent to approximately
four years of basic income needs. Moreover,
different from the SWP strategy, this amount is
spread throughout the retirement. The results get
less severe for retirees with higher initial retirement
ages and lower stock allocations but can be more
extreme with higher stock allocations. In other
words, the late retirees are less likely to suffer from
extreme outcomes, and high stock allocation would
lead to more extreme outcomes of high income
shortfalls. 

Retirees build their portfolios as a means of

F IGURE 5 :  10TH PERC ENT I L E TOTAL REAL SHORT FA L L
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preserving their lifestyle in later life. Because each
retiree has only one chance for a good retirement, it
is vital that any retirement strategy consider the
predetermined income floor (i.e. the minimum level
of income that the retiree should be able to count on
for each period of retirement). After that, the
potential that spending power will likely be above
that level should be considered. For some retirees,
the large shortfall happening in extreme outcomes
from SWP presented in this section would not be
acceptable. A more suitable strategy for them would
be the SPIA, which, by construction, can secure a
consistent income floor for the rest of their life or
the “four-rules” strategy, which results, in the worst
cases, in a relatively small amount of total real
shortfall and spreads that shortfall throughout
retirement

Spending Value
Various retirees might have different preferences
about the trade-off between bequest value,
withdrawal income and shortfall. Retirees can
evaluate those values equally or assign varying
weights for each measure. Numerous cases are
possible depending on retiree preferences. The
expected spending value is calculated with the
formula:

SV= EX*WEX + BE*WBE - SF*WSF

Where:
� SV: Expected spending value
� EX: Expected total real withdrawal income
� BE: Expected real bequest
� SF: Expected total real shortfall
� WEX,WBE,WSF: Weights for the respective 

indicators

I examined the expected spending values for
specific groups of retirees who retire at different
ages but use the same equity allocation of 50%. The
first group evaluates all the indicators equally. The
second group cares more about their children’s
inheritance and thus gives more weight to the
bequest value. The third group consists of risk-

averse retirees who have great concern about
income shortfall. The retirees in the fourth group
prefer to have more withdrawal income during their
retirement and thus give more weight to the
withdrawal income. Results are in the table in Figure
6, next page.

The optimal strategy depends on how the retiree
assigns weights to the four measures. Decision rules,
in particular Guyton’s “four-rules,” provide excellent
results in terms of spending value in all groups. In the
first group with the same weights for all indicators,
for retirees retiring at ages 60, 65, and 70, Guyton’s
“four-rules” strategy brings about the highest value.
This means that for common retirement ages, if
retirees are indifferent among evaluation measures
Guyton’s “four-rules” is the most efficient. For late
retirement (i.e. retirement age of 75), the SWP
strategy brings about the most spending value. For
the second group, with investors paying special
attention to bequests, Guyton’s “four-rules” is the best
strategy. With the third group of risk-averse investors,
Guyton’s “four-rules” strategy provides the highest
spending value among all strategies examined for
retirement ages of 60, 65 and 70. For a retirement age
of 75, SWP is the strategy with the highest spending
value. This is consistent with the total real shortfall
section: the SWP strategy shows more advantages
than the “four-rules” strategy for late retirees. For the
fourth group of investors who have strong
preferences for withdrawal income, SWP becomes
the strategy providing the highest spending value.
The good results in terms of spending value  from
Guyton’s “four-rules” strategy, specifically for
retirement ages of 60 to 70, is consistent with the
fact that it is the strategy with the highest expected
real bequest as well as the second lowest average
total shortfall. SPIA, due to its limited ability in
creating withdrawal income and bequest, results in
the smallest spending value in all four cases.
Combined with the mediocre results of SPIA
strategies in previous indicators, retirees will have
to sacrifice quite a lot to have the guarantee of zero
income shortfall with the SPIA strategy. 
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F IGURE 6 :  S P END ING VALUE FOR AN INVESTOR (EQU I TY AL LOCAT ION 50%)  

60 65 70 75

2008.54 1889.35 1774.51 1644.21

865.59 947.47 1092.58 1266.3

1927.28 1828.37 1727.2 1608.01

2076.13 1918.92 1779.12 1633.95

SWP

SPIA

3-Rules 

4-Rules

Bequest*1; Shortfall*1, Withdrawal Income*1

Age

60 65 70 75

2821.65 2710.55 2619.45 2524.27

865.63 960.97 1247.83 1750.81

2667.98 2601.6 2539.35 2466.35

3032.77 2862.63 2720.91 2579.44

SWP

SPIA

3-Rules 

4-Rules

Bequest*2; Shortfall*1, Withdrawal Income*1

Age

60 65 70 75

1934.71 1848.78 1755.24 1637.23

865.59 947.47 1092.58 1266.3

1864.95 1795.14 1712.2 1602.89

2040.66 1896.2 1765.49 1627

SWP

SPIA

3-Rules 

4-Rules

Bequest*1; Shortfall*2, Withdrawal Income*1

Age

60 65 70 75

3277.8 2998.04 2723.35 2415.35

1731.13 1881.46 2029.9 2048.09

3176.2 2916.71 2657.25 2362.81

3231.06 2916.86 2630.07 2329.35

SWP

SPIA

3-Rules 

4-Rules

Bequest*1; Shortfall*2, Withdrawal Income*1

Age
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Conclusions and Implications
This study finds evidence supporting the application
of the decision rule strategies. The “four-rules”
strategy provides good value for all indicators being
examined, and it yields the highest expected real
bequest. Decision rule strategies perform better than
SWP except for generating withdrawal income, and
better than SPIA except for eliminating basic income
shortfall. The highly risk-averse retiree, however,
should be careful as decision rule strategies are not
free from shortcomings, and they can produce
income shortfall and portfolio depletion. 

A recommended process for selecting strategies is
that the investor first makes a choice depending on
which indicators she considers the most vital or
applies certain thresholds for some indicators. For
example, prudent retirees who consider it
unacceptable in any case for them to spend some
years in retirement with zero income should
consider a SPIA as the SPIA  can provide the income

floor and at the same time open some chance for
withdrawal income and bequest. Or they can select
the “four-rules” strategy, which, in the worst cases,
brings about small shortfalls spread throughout the
retirement.   

If the decision still cannot be made based on the
threshold and values of those indicators, spending
values should be calculated based on the value of
these indictors and investors’ weights for each
indicator.  In this way, retirees will be less likely to
make potentially regretful mistakes due to ignorance
of an indicator or unreasonable over-emphasis of a
particular indicator. Nevertheless, of the four
described, the “four-rules” strategy appears to be the
most advantageous. This strategy generates high
spending value in most of the cases whether the
investor being examined evaluates bequest, income
shortfall and withdrawal income equally or puts
more emphasis on one of them. �
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